April 24, 2017

Dear Senator:

As you consider the final FY 2017 appropriations bills and the FY 2018 bills, the multisector, nonpartisan Census Project urges you to consider the upcoming increased expenditures that will be needed to plan and then implement the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2018 End-To-End field test of new, innovative and cost-saving techniques for the 2020 Census.

This large-scale field test of 700,000 targeted households next year in Rhode Island, Washington state and West Virginia will be needed to test all elements of the Census Bureau’s plans before taking the 2020 Census. The resources for implementing this critical test are substantial both this fiscal year and next.

Therefore, either in your omnibus FY 2017 appropriations for the Census Bureau or in an anomaly, if you proceed with a Continuing Resolution for the balance of this fiscal year, we call upon Congress to provide the 2020 Census with as close as possible to the Census Bureau’s FY 2017 budget request of $1.35 billion for Periodic Censuses and Programs, but no less than the $1.25 billion level for this account recommended by the Senate Committee on Appropriations (S. 2837).

The 2020 Census will need a steady ramp-up of funds, without sacrificing the scope and quality of other large scale surveys like the American Community Survey. The budget for FY 2018 therefore must provide another substantial increase in funds over the FY 2017 amounts originally requested.

The Periodic Censuses and Programs (PCP) account covers final planning and early preparations for the 2020 Census, as well as vital support activities such as development of a new IT architecture (CEDCaP) and updating the Master Address File and digital maps (Geographic Support Services). In addition, the PCP account funds the American Community Survey (ACS), the ongoing portion of the census that updates important data to guide decision-making and resource allocation throughout the decade. The Census Bureau has indicated that failure to adequately fund the PCP account in FY2017 will force suspension of ACS data collection for at least one month this year, jeopardizing the quality and reliability of data for all communities, but especially for rural and less populous areas and small population groups, such as veterans and persons with disabilities.

Failure to fund this cyclical ramp-up for the 2020 Census would severely jeopardize the fairness and accuracy of the next decennial census.

Sincerely,

---

1 The Census Project (www.thecensusproject.org) is a long-standing coalition of diverse census stakeholders that includes state and local governments, business and industry, civil rights and labor groups, housing and child advocates, and research and professional organizations that support an accurate and comprehensive census and ACS.
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